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With 15 years of experience in the speaker 
and training industry, Peter has a strong 
corporate background. He is also an expert 
in guiding people to re-evaluate and strip 
back the noise and complexity that has 
buried leadership over the last few years.

Peter has immersed his life in 
transformation, from the stories he read as 
a child to his habit of buying houses in 
ever increasing states of disrepair in order 
to restore and transform them.

A creator of events, masterclasses, 
programmes and reinventing companies 
and leaders worldwide, Peter has a unique 
connection working with many globally 
renowned and inspirational companies.

As a speaker, he is full of energy, 
challenging, insightful, refreshingly 
honest, open and direct. His keynote 
presentations will open your eyes and 
unlock the need to know strategies and 
secrets that will boost your results.

"There are too many miserable leaders, too 
many organisations floundering and the 
honest conversations are taking place in the 
corridor not in the board room. I can change 
that. That 's what I do" - Peter Anderton

Peter's conferences, workshops and 
keynotes provide insight into the 
principles that underpin successful teams, 
leaders and organisations. His refreshing 
straight talking, no nonsense approach is 
engaging and enlightening.

Peter Anderton is Founder of  Internal  
Al ignment, High-Performance Team 
Engineer and TEDx speaker. He is also a 
Chartered Fel low of  the CIPD and 
Chartered Engineer.

ABOUT



THE TWO RULES EVERY LEADER SHOULD KNOW

CPR - THE THREE SECRETS OF EVERY HIGH-PERFORMING

TEAM

MAXIMISE YOUR TEAM JUICE
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A creator of events, masterclasses, 
programmes and reinventing companies 
and leaders worldwide, Peter has a 
unique connection working with many 
globally renowned and inspirational 
companies.

SPEAKER 
TOPICS

Clear away the junk to reveal the ultimate truths of 
leadership. Truths that are sharp, powerful and simply 
waiting to be applied. 

Clear away the junk to reveal the ultimate truths of 
leadership. Truths that are sharp, powerful and simply 
waiting to be applied. 

Connection, Potential and Reason - the beating heart of 
every high-performing team.

If  you know your team could be more, if  you know deep 
down you're not making the most of YOUR team juice, 
this is the perfect place to step up their motivation - 
and yours.



SPEAKING

An experienced face for the last 15 years 
in the speaker and training industry, with a 
strong corporate background. Peter also 
guides private clients to strip back the 
noise and complexity that has buried 
leadership over the years.

Full of energy, supportive, insightful, 
refreshingly open & direct, Peter has 
immersed his life in transformation ? from 
the stories he read as a child to his habit of 
buying houses in ever increasing states of 
disrepair in order to restore and transform 
them.

Peter's TEDx talk

?Great leadership comes down to only two 
rules? has been incredibly well received - 
and is now being used in MBA 
programmes around the world.

WHY?

Because what he does impacts real people, 
in real environments, to make real 
changes in the effectiveness and 
performance of their team.



Speaker Reel

Peter's talks are designed for business 
leaders who need more change for a 

lot less effort.  His dynamic approach 
will unlock the secrets you need to 

boost results - and get your life back.

Peter takes us on a whistle stop tour 
of leadership in the last 16 centuries 
and tells us why everything you ever 

need to know about leadership 
comes down to only two rules.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6d3D2v1swJY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oDsMlmfLjd4


TESTIMONIALS

Prescient  power l td

"I?ve had 16 years of leadership in the military, 7 years of 
leadership in business. This is probably the best 
explanation of leadership I have heard"

PPMA group of  assocat ions

"Peter spoke at a major event we hosted at the Houses of 
Parliament. Peter was an outstanding speaker, delivering 
excellent content in a concise, valuable and highly 
entertaining way. He quickly engaged the audience, and 
had them fully absorbed by the content and delivery of his 
keynote. Perhaps most importantly, the message was clear 
and he made a potentially complex subject very easy to 
digest. Peter added real value to our event, and the 
thought-provoking messages left the audience very 
satisfied indeed. I would have no hesitation in using Peter 
again in the future and would thoroughly recommend his 
services." 

Lantor (uk) l td

"Peter is one of the most skilled faciliators that I have ever 
worked with. He has the ability to interact at all levels of an 
organisation with credibility and clarity. Like all truly 
skilled people, Peter makes the complex and challenging 
look simple. If your organisation needs to change (and you 
want to take everybody with you) then I strongly 
recommend Peter." 

Publ ic sector people managers 

"I am delighted to have the opportunity to write in support 
of Peter because he really does live and breathe the values 
he promotes. He is an enormously positive presence whose 
sessions are filled with energy, challenge and insight. He is 
extremely knowledgeable and incredibly skilled in 
facilitating learning which is fun as well as being highly 
effective. Peter is absolutely focused on getting the best 
from people to ensure they continue to grow. Time with 
Peter is time very well spent. You will see and feel the 
difference immediately as you work with him to realise your 
full potential." 
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Get t ing in t ouch

We hope the information we have provided about Peter Anderton is useful to you. If you'd like to 
request availability for Peter, please get in touch with his agent, Patrick Nelson. You can reach him 
by email or phone using the details below:

patrick@speakersassociates.com

+44 (0)115 971 3173 

Work ing w it h Speakers Associat es

A trusted resource for many of the world's leading corporations, conferences & associations, we 
provide keynote speakers for internal and external events, executive development and board-level 
meetings, coaching and mentoring. Check our website  to browse our extensive list of speakers and 
learn more about us at www.speakersassociates.com.
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